Nichols Says Layne Was Reluctant to Take Part in Throwing Games

"I personally don't think that the fact that Floyd Layne was picked up has changed the situation," said Mr. Lester M. Nichols, Assistant to the President. "I feel very confident that the College will be open to the idea that the boys should be taken back after the law has been taken care of."

"It is a known fact that Floyd was very opposed to the idea of throwing games," said Mr. Nichols. "It took him six weeks of pressure, coming especially from Warner and Gard, to change his mind. I am absolutely certain that Floyd never disclosed anything at the meeting between Sam Winograd and Floyd the other night." said Mr. Nichols.

Floyd Layne

Fourth to Fall

Layne's Neighborhood Calmly Surprised by Fix

There will be no tear-jerkers this time. No sad stories of broken-hearted neighbors of three-B neighborhood of a fallen hero and crying schoolchildren.

Not for Floyd Layne.

Just a regular guy, he was known in his neighborhood and home as any college man is known. He pays bills, sure, but had lost his faith in basketball as a sport, and hoped it would be played again by the College after "this mess is over." 

Originaly, Dr. Frank S. Loury, chairman of the Depart- ment, and Ronnie Nadell, new co-captain of the now disbanded basketball team, were scheduled to appear on the program. As a result of the recent developments, Mr. Nichols appeared instead.

Defense Head

Mr. Nichols feels that the Defense Head of the School of Education has been appointed director of fficials at the college by the trustees, which is the government of many of them, but it is not nearly as bad as it sounds. The President of the City College, Dr. James H. Loury, has been appointed director of the Department of Education.

The source of the information declined to reveal the names of the three or the identity of the school, but it was learned that there were two players who attended a Christmas party at the home of Salvatore Sollazzo at 115 Central Park West. The twelve were Sherman White, Leroy Smith, Adolph Bigos and Ed Gard of LIT; Ed Roman, Ed Warner, Al Roth and Floyd Layne of CCNY; and Harvey "Connie" Schaff of NYU, plus the unnamed three. The party was given as a farewell for services rendered to Sollazzo over the past few months. All of the named players have been arrested on bribery charges.

In addition, it was reported that the office of District Attorney Hogan had picked up for questioning a man identified only as "H. Gold," who was at a vacation resort in Florida. "It is known that Gold was a prominent betting rival of Sollazzo's and was working with different players from those already implicated. According to the source, should Gold talk, then chances are very good that the unconfirmed rumors of five additional players of this year's metropolitan hoop competition being implicated will be substantiated." Hogan has been a big-time gambler in all of the New York metropolitan hoop competition, and a metropolitan coach who has waged enormous sums of money on the team's games will be exposed to the public.

The College was talking a wait-and-see attitude with regard to the future of basketball. Dean James Edgar (administration) stated: "The future of basketball at the College is under consideration, but no definite conclusions have been made as yet." Dean James Edgar (administration) said, "As a result of any new developments that may come, it would be foolish to make a definite stand at this time."
Barber Shop Quartet Revived
Harvey Doubts Feasibility Here

By LESLIE DERFLER

Following in tradition, an ever increasing number of men are taking up barbershop quartet singing, according to Professor Bailey Harvey of the Public Speaking Department, who is also director of the College's Glee Club.

Professor Harvey says that barber shop quartet singing, which falls "somewhere between good classical singing and bar-room improvisation" never really died in America, the spirit was always there and merely needed organizing.

That is precisely what the Society for the Preservation and Encouragement of Barber Shop Singing in America (SPEBSQSA) tries to do.

Professor Harvey, a CCNY graduate, Class of 1925, and director of the Manhattan Chapter of the SPEBSQSA, points out that the society, now ten years old, has 25,000 members. There are from all walks of life, from bank presidents to cab drivers.

When asked whether barber shop quartet singing would be feasible in City College, Professor Harvey answered in the negative. While naturally not having all objections to it, he believes these songs would probably not be sung by men whose lives might have sung them and had something in common with them.

Scene of Melodrama

By J. G. SAMSky

In ancient days Samson fought the Philistines; in the Middle Ages England struggled with France in the 100 Years War; and later was fighting the battle of the acoustics. This conflict is not to be mistaken as a fight against a city in France or to be confused with the Battle of the Bulge. The fact is that theatre Workshop is having its difficulties with sound in the Great Hall. They talk from vantage points on the stage while others sit in the center of the auditorium and listen to discover when the voices are audible.

Theatregoers attending the March 9, 10, or 11 performances will be surprised to find that the Great Hall has a "new look." They will see a platform arranged around it. This will create a true theater-in-the-round effect. Music will be played in this modern version of the play.

All this preparation is for the production "Everyman," the first area play to be done by the Theater Workshop. The play is City College's contribution to International Theater Month which the UNESCO is sponsoring. Some of the people appearing in the presentation are Shop Kerman, Egon Dumlcr, H. Lyle Writer, Stanley George, Zelda Bennett, Martin Steinholtz and Rita Lloyd. Tickets are being sold at the Beaver Book Shop, in the Convent Bureau and at the Theatre Workshop office for fifty cents.

Frantic Doings at House Plans;
Activities To Suit All Tastes

Get time on your hands, chums? Why not drop up to House Plans? There's always going on something doing in room 1919. For instance, if you "sashay" into 1919 on Friday at four and revel in the intellectual or flicker fan intellectual or like jazzes and raise you to infinite heights; the rest of us, HP has something for you.

"I don't mean to be catty—but I hate pussyfooting!"

Our fraternal friend may not be from Missouri, but she sure likes to show off! She saw right through those thin, quick-trick, cigarette tests and realized you couldn't "fake" judge a cigarette's mildness with a mere one puff or a swift snuff. Right on the spot, she decided they weren't for her! Sophisticated but shrewd, she knew what she wanted.

The Sensible Test . . . the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camels at your steady smoke—on a pack after pack, day after day basis.

No nap judgments needed. After you've enjoyed Camel—
and only Camel—for 30 days in your "T-Zone."

(Tell Throat, T for Taste), we believe you'll know why . . .
The Roof Fell In

There was no Great Hall Rally on Wednesday.

There was no game at the Garden last night.

The spirit and morale of the Student Body had survived the shock of the revelations concerning Warner, Roth and Kidman. And so it seemed. The College had flocked to the support of the depleted squad. The College had found a new cause in which to put their faith. The team had found a new reason with which to lead them back to the paths of great achievement.

In one short week, the students had channelled their anger and adoration toward a new figure: and he had come through for them in the last game, to score 4,000 points in the basketball "Grand Slam" dynasty. Four players have succumbed to the "easy money" and Irving Dambrot has graduated. We've had our great day and we can only start from the bottom again and rebuild for the future. As for now, the roof has caved in.

On Reinstatement

Majority Editorial

Let us be honest enough to face it. The student body, administration and the faculty have all been a bunch of many shades of gray. It took the confessions of three of our fellow students to bring some of us to this awakening as it now has taken the Laveney episode to arouse others.

Finally the corruption of Basketball did not start with the latest incident. A handful of youths into a snake and are solely blame the boys for being bitten. We now blame these classmates for letting us down when we have already let them down and are in part to blame for their mistakes.

If we have finally learned our lessons then the past two weeks have not been in vain. It is now time to stop confusing and to start reconstructing. Our concern must be for the future of College and to learn something about how we haven't taught at home.

With this new Laveney revelation many who had come in favor of reinstating what was then the three players are now against it. This has brought many to the conclusion that the three boys involved in the recent case were victims of the sordid atmosphere in which the games were played, and that any action now would be unjust.

Our answer to these statements is, "We agree." We believe that the three boys—two of whom are our classmates—are, by their honest admission, guilty, but is it fair to try them twice for the same crime? They will be on trial for the rest of their lives.

What if we don't permit them to return? If we, the ones that betrayed they can or will not or will they forgive, who will? Who will give them the chance to transcend their disgrace? Who will let them prove to guilty and valuable Miss Hillel their worth?

A school can avert its disgrace in time, a man cannot. P. O. doesn't mean that the public servant is that he should be put in a position where he is in charge of the homicide division. Nobody for many years而又acknowledged the worth of these lives. A school can avert its disgrace in time, a man cannot.

America has forgot worse crimes of its citizens—are we any less than America?

PHILLIS SCHWAB

Working

I'm glad I go to City. Last year I cheered myself purple in the face as the Beavers fought their way to their Grand Slam. Recent developments have not changed my outlook on our college one bit. In my present mood. I'm just for some win over to make a remark about the school, so I am itching for a fight. To put it mildly...

WALTER R. PORGES

Letters...

Hell of Remorse

The basic premise of our laws is to temper Justice with Mercy. The three boys involved in the bribery—our boys—are, by their own admission, guilty, but is it essential to permit them to continue with their education, if they desire to. According to the highest law of our land, a man cannot be tried twice for the same crime—they will be on trial for the rest of their lives.

If we don't permit them to return? If we, the ones that betrayed they can or will not or will they forgive, who will? Who will give them the chance to transcend their disgrace? Who will let them prove to guilty and valuable Miss Hillel their worth?

What if we don't permit them to return? If we, the ones that betrayed they can or will not or will they forgive, who will? Who will give them the chance to transcend their disgrace? Who will let them prove to guilty and valuable Miss Hillel their worth?

MORTON FINEBERG

Kitman and Hogan

I'm writing this letter in reference to the recent article—"D. A. Hogan," Mary Kitman wrote in that article—"we didn't want to see me. I have just read your editorial. What makes this august Board of Directors..."

EGEDEO LISUTTI

Law School Dough

I have just read your editorial in "DA" last week. I recall a different OP a few years ago. A newspaper with a soul. Let us examine the case of the three basketball stars who have succumbed to bribery...

WALTER R. ROGERS

Footless Pawns

When the Self-righteous get together with their guilty and valuable Miss Hillel they matter angrily or proudly about the trust and "right to have a good time." They believe the "three young gentlemen" over and over again. If he hasbasketball has seen an observe facet of the Colleage's finest star, front page material, the "trust" is, by these Self-Rightshe's way to their Grand Slam. Recent developments have not changed my outlook on our college one bit. In my present mood. I'm just for some win over to make a remark about the school, so I am itching for a fight. To put it mildly...

Vale Law School, the most expensive law school in the country charges $100 per year. For every ten which these boys could use for 2 years of law school. Are all money boys and placing themselves in a position where discovery is in nine-tenths of the percentages.

THE OBSERVATION POST

EX-DA GRUMET TO DEFEND DUMPING BASKETBALL THREE

By EDWIN LAIBMAN

"These boys were the victims of the sordid atmosphere in which the games were played. They were exposed to the worst elements." --Judge Jacob Grumet revealed why he agreed to defend Ed Roman.

Ed Warner and Al Roth in the basketball bribery case.

"They are young and impressionable." Judge Grumet asserted, "and it is we, their elders, who are in large measure responsible for their plight. We have failed miserably in our obligation to bring law to them. We have failed to come to their assistance, and to see that it must never happen again."

Judge Grumet, who graduated from City College in 1919, passed, and then added, "this is a particularly heartbreaking experience for me. It is one of the saddest cases I've ever undertaken."

Now in private practice, Judge Grumet has served in the Court of General Sessions, and as assistant D. I. Attorney for the Southern District of New York. From 1935 to 1937 he worked with Thomas E. Dewey on the racketeers investigation case. He spent a number of years in the District Attorney's office, where he was in charge of the homicide division.

Judge Grumet does not confine his activities to legal circle. He is a member of the Board of Directors of the Anti-Slavery League of the Brooklyn Branch, and a member of the National Civil Rights Committee of the American Civil Liberties Union. He is a trustee of the Society for the Prevention of Crime, and a member of the Board of Directors of the New York State Committee on Discrimination in Housing.

Broadway Trip

To Discover Of Hildel Cutie

A mysterious young lady is traveling incognito through the halls of City College. She is not in public in disguise of a regarde- selshome and valuable "Miss Hildel".

Who is she? Only God knows her name and only God knows who is she.

The mysterious young lady was chosen by one of "Hildel" News" body. All the ambitious student he do to find this young lady is to hunt him. "Miss Hildel" and she is good enough to send her to a Broadway show with her, to start her on the way. They believe it is a "duty" to do this.

Unfortunately, the context is not restricted to male students: but this obstacle should be little to the majority of the student body to overcome.

"The new -thing that can happen is that you'll get a chance to meet that gorgeous "Miss Hildel". She's been singing on Broadway. How can you lose?"
Baseball Team in Spring Training, New Loop

By MORRIS LEVINE

After loosening up for a one
week period in the confines of
the Tech gym, the City College
baseball team, which doesn't open
actual hostility till March 31, is
now ready to have work in
preparation for the forthcoming
season.

Even though the weather has
been far from satisfactory for
outdoor practice, Coach McGahan
has made good use of the time
by prying down the size of the
squads, which were mankind
in early reports have it that the
"skip" is favorably impressed
with the team's trained now that
he knows whom he will save
for the current campaign.

Outstanding Sops

The keystone combination from
the 49 freshman team, which has
been brought up to the varsity
highly recommended, may prove
to stand pat as the incumbent club. Larry Corder, flashy second
baseman, will definitely start at the point and the third Dick Dickstein will battle veterans
Mel Stick for the shortstop berth.

The team will be well fortified at third base with Captain Jerry Madelena holding forth there. Madelela, who'll again bat in the third slot, should prove to be one of the outstanding performers in the Metropolitan Conference. The hard hitting senior was all-league
center-fielder in his sophomore
year and has a good chance to
repeat this year at third.

An important change in the
lineup has been brought about by the
departure of second baseman Dick
Dickstein, who'll again bat in the
second slot, should prove to be one
of the outstanding performers in the
Metropolitan Conference. The hard
hitting senior was all-league
center-fielder in his sophomore
year and has a good chance to
repeat this year at third.

Prospects for

Lacrosse Fair

According to lacrosse coach
Leon "Chief" Miller, this year's
edition of stickmen will need a
great deal of experience before
it can be considered a good one.
Only three regulars are returning
from last season's crew which
compiled a record of four wins
and five losses. These three are
seniors. Mike Small, Croton's
Point, Hofstra, Wagner and
City.

Golfdom

If you can break 100 in golf
you are invited to attend a meet-
ning Thursday, March 8, at a special
booth in the back of the Main
Cafeteria. Only AA Card holders
are entitled to vote.

Candidates must submit writ-
ten petitions containing the sig-
natures of at least 25 AA Card
holders to AA Board on or be-
fore March 2.

Issue Call For
Net Players

The continuation of varsity

tennis at the College depends
upon student response to Coach
Abe Spengler’s appeal for new-
comers. With only one returning
varsity man and no new material
to work with, the future of ten-
nis at the College is dubious.

Anyone who is able to swing
a racquet, owns a pair of sneakers,
with or without holds, and has
had some previous experience
will be welcomed with open
arms. The tryouts will be held
at Nick’s Armory, 141st Street
and Fifth Avenue, every Monday
afternoon.

Gridders Begin
Spring Training

All students, including fresh-
men, who are interested in trying
out for the Varsity Football team
will meet in the Main Gym on
Tuesday, March 6 at 4 P.M.

Coach Irving Mondschein has
indicated that those who intend
to appear for the try-outs should
obtain eligibility cards before the
meeting from the Athletic Asso-
ciation office in the Stadium
Building.

A. A. Elections

Elections for the position of
President, Uplown Vice Presi-
dent, and Secretary of the Ath-
letic Association will be held
Thursday, March 8, at a special
booth in the back of the Main
Cafeteria. Only AA Card holders
are entitled to vote.

Candidates must submit writ-
ten petitions containing the sig-
natures of at least 25 AA Card
holders to AA Board on or be-
fore March 2.

Joe Galligher ...

Grappers End
Year Saturday

Coach William Loughlin's men
round out their season one
petition March 3, facing Gal-
det College, a school for
handicapped in Washington, D.C.

The Beavers this year are
sporting a 4-3 record, having
beaten Newark College of Busi-
ges, Brooklyn Poly, NYU and
the Long Island Aggies. They
have ended in the red against
LaSalle, Hofstra and West-
em State Teachers College.

This match will end the col-
lege eligibility of Beaver co-captain
Tom Woods and Jerry Stinson,
who are carrying a string of con-
secutive victories into the fray.
Woods in his last match a
feasted James Fogarty of Notre
Dame, run up in last year's A. A.
finals. Other Beavers who are
expected to see action against the
Saints are Joe Cotrizziola, Cook
Norman, Vito Pizzuro and Matt
Sanders.

Following this match the na-
tional A. A. U. competitions will
be held at Lehigh University in
Pennsylvania.

Be Happy-

If Shakespeare could look but today,
He'd wish the world could lose
The sight of smoke! The sound of
The right man could now say
"ENJOY YOUR CIGARETTE!..."

Go Lucky!

If you're not happy with your present
brand (and a 38-city survey shows that
millions are not), smoke Lucky! You’ll
get the happy blending of perfect mild-
ness and rich taste that fine tobacco—
only .nine tobacco—can give you.
Remember, Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So get complete smoking enjoy-
ment. Be Happy—Go Lucky today!

L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike

Means Fine Tobacco

If you love your cigs, the next time
you buy, buy a pack of Lucky Strike, the
dedicated "Delighted Man's" cigarette.

Lucky Strike is the only brand
with the "Delighted Man's" cigarette.

We're Still

Behind You

DR. H. R. ALEXANDER

OPTOMETRIST

(C.C.U.F. Graduate)

SPECIAL RATES

Per C.C.U.F. Students

561 W. 146th St.
New York, N. Y.

LOST

Manuscripts of photographs of
women in India, also passage of
women in India, liberal
G. Murphy, Dept. of Psychology
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The Beaver, founded by students of City College of New York, is the oldest student publication in New York City. It provides a platform for diverse voices and opinions, offering insights into a wide range of social, cultural, and political issues. The content reflects the dynamic and evolving nature of City College, reflecting the experiences and perspectives of its students, faculty, and alumni.